
The right time

The right data

The right people

Disaggregate data according to indicator or attribute of interest 
(e.g., program, campus, course, student demographics, etc.)

Easily import external data in bulk

Report on a variety of data, including assessment comments and survey results to 
provide qualitative data

Report on a single outcome or assessment instrument, or generate results for 
multiple outcome sets or instruments at the same time

Robust, easy to understand graphical and tabular results

Utilize flexible options to export and share data and images with both internal and 
external stakeholders

Create custom reports with custom parameters to save for future use or share with 
others at your institution

Support program or group autonomy with flexible administrator privileges

Export results via CSV, PDF, or in image formats, or leverage integrations with other 
Anthology tools

Data at your fingertips so you can easily pivot activities to support learning

Analyze data at the student, course, program, department, college, or  
institution level

Monitor progress over time to highlight trends in student learning and  
program improvement

Evaluate assessment results, including those that fall outside of the typical 
semester timelines

Utilize agreement reporting to calibrate scorers and increase the reliability  
of assessments

Learn more at anthology.com/portfolio

Data-Informed Decision Making Made 
Easy with Advanced Reporting
When conducting learning assessment with Anthology Collective Review or Portfolio (formerly Chalk & Wire), you’ll have limitless access 
to your data so you can improve student learning, allowing faculty to exhibit teaching achievement via a professional web presence.
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Connect more with the Anthology 
Assessment Ecosystem

Anthology Portfolio results are 
easily integrated into  
Anthology Planning 
assessment reports, allowing 
colleges and programs to 
seamlessly relate learning 
assessment data to the 
institutional reporting structure 
without duplicating effort. 

Anthology Portfolio assessment 
results are connected to other 
datasets in Anthology Insight’s 
dashboards and analytics, 
which broadens your ability to 
see the impact of campus-wide 
patterns and trends. 

Recognize learner skills and 
achievements in Anthology 
Portfolio by automatically 
awarding badges in 
Milestone. 

Key Capabilities

Customizable, Streamlined 
Authentic Assessment 

Processes

Meaningful, Multi-Level 
Reporting

Seamless LMS 
Integration

Flexible Templates to Capture 
and Share the Learning Journey

Robust Learner 
Feedback Options

Large-Scale Experiential 
Learning Management

Learn more at anthology.com/portfolio

https://www.anthology.com/portfolio

